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Figure 1: Virtual environments with interactive sounding objects: a museum of objects of different shapes
and materials (left); windchimes blowing in the wind (right). The objects in these scenes should produce
realistic impact sounds consistent with their visual appearances.

1 Introduction

User interaction scenarios use virtual environments to achieve diverse goals. Interactive training simulations
enable low-risk practice of high-risk tasks, such as performing surgery or piloting an airplane. Immersive
story-driven video games let users interact with another environment or become involved in an engaging
narrative. Emerging social applications unite multiple users from around the world in one virtual location
such that the users actually feel as through they are in the same space.

In these scenarios, a user should be able to forget their presence in the real world and temporarily
experience a sense of presence in the virtual environment. If the user remembers the virtual environment
is fake, they experience a break in presence. Breaks in presence reduce the emotional weight of the virtual
environment, making the environment less effective at its intended goal. Better maintaining a user’s sense
of presence can improve the quality of their experiences. Training simulations feel more lifelike, video games
convey more powerful emotions, and social interactions with other users flow more naturally.

Virtual environments most commonly recreate the senses of sight and hearing. The visual appearances
and audio of the real world are relatively easily replaceable with those of a virtual world. A virtual reality
(VR) headset such as the Oculus Rift or the HTC Vive replaces the sense of sight, while headphones
(sometimes built into the VR headset) replace the sense of hearing. Examples of VR-enabled environments
are shown in Figure 1. Humans also rely heavily on the sense of touch, but virtual environments are limited
by current hardware, which cannot effectively replace our sense of touch.
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Figure 2: Examples of objects which can be reconstructed virtually. The top row shows pictures of the real
objects, while the bottom row shows manually-constructed meshes and textures modeling the objects. We
seek to create realistic multimodal interactions with these objects.

Undesirable breaks in presence have many causes; a common cause is violation of a user’s expectations
about their interactions. This does not mean that virtual environments must always be realistic to maintain
presence, but they must be consistent. Sensory conflict occurs when two senses provide conflicting expecta-
tions about one another. Each sense creates expectations for the other senses, and avoiding conflict between
senses helps a user retain their sense of presence. For example, if a table looks like wood when visually
inspected, but sounds like ringing metal when struck, the user’s expectations have been violated and a break
in presence is likely. Similarly, a rough surface will visually have a diffuse scattering of light instead of a
sharp reflection, and if the user feels that surface with a finger, the roughness they feel should match the
roughness they see.

Maintaining a user’s expectations about their interactions does not require perfectly realistic virtual
environments. As long as the user can establish consistent expectations about the environment, the envi-
ronment is effective, regardless of how accurate the recreations are compared to the real world. Realism is
often desirable for reasons other than presence, such as having training simulations closely match the real
thing. Even in these cases, it is not necessary to perfectly recreate reality as long as a user perceives the
environment as consistent with their expectations of reality. As long as perceptual realism is maintained, the
user maintains their sense of presence.

For this proposal, I seek to improve the perceptual realism for the sense of hearing. Specifically for
objects in virtual environments, impact sounds are common as objects are moved or struck. To create
realistic impact sounds, my work uses methods for physically-based impact sound synthesis, which model
vibrations in struck objects. When using physically-based methods for sound synthesis, perceptual realism
depends on the material parameters used as input. Since users have expectations about how virtual objects
should sound from their other senses, it is important to use accurate material parameters.

An impact sound’s rate of decay largely depends on the material of the struck object: a plastic object
has a short-lasting sound while a metal object has a long-lasting sound. Different materials cause different
amounts of damping, producing different decay rates. Damping models are a common approximation that
simplify computations by modeling the damping as a function of an object’s mass and stiffness. When
performing modal sound synthesis, selecting realistic damping rates is important for recreating the sound of
the appropriate material.

A common way of creating virtual environments and objects is modeling existing real-world objects.
Figure 2 shows examples of real-world objects that have been modeled by hand, but this process can be
automated to a limited degree. The shape of an object can be acquired through a 3D scan, and the object’s
material parameters can be acquired through vision or its impact sounds. These acquired object properties
can be used to virtually reconstruct the original object. However, few methods have attempted to combine
these two input modalities (vision and impact sounds) in a single coupled process. An object reconstruction
method that ensures cohesion between input modalities could better recreate virtual objects with high
sensory cohesion.

Evaluation of the methods in this proposal can be performed through comparisons to ground truth or
through perceptual evaluation. With comparisons to ground truth, an error metric determines the difference
between our results, prior results, and the ground truth. Perceptual evaluation is more frequently used
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in my work due to the emphasis on ensuring perceptual realism. To evaluate perceptual realism, I rely
on user studies with human subjects. In some user studies, subjects report their opinions on the realism,
effectiveness, or similarity of real or synthetic virtual objects. In other user studies, subjects must complete
tasks using either our methods or those from previous work. User studies directly evaluate the methods with
respect to user expectations, providing insight into the methods’ performance in an immersive setting.

In order to improve the quality of interaction with virtual objects, the main goals of my research are to:

1. Create a multimodal representation of object surface detail that can be used for multiple modalities of
interaction to reduce sensory conflict;

2. Design expressive material damping models and evaluate the perceptual differences between the models
when used for impact sound synthesis;

3. Perform audiovisual reconstruction of objects, using both the visual appearance and material prop-
erties, and use each modality to validate and improve the other in a coupled multimodal pipeline;
and

4. Model damping rates in recorded sounds probabilistically, accounting for and minimizing error in
estimates due to stochastic environmental factors.

In the rest of this proposal, I will address the challenges and approaches for each of these goals.

1.1 Thesis Statement

Interaction with objects in virtual environments can made more perceptually realistic by using expressive
object material models that account for real-world phenomena and by improving multimodal sensory cohesion.

2 Related Work

In this section, I review work related to the main aspects of this research.

2.1 Sound Synthesis

Sound synthesis techniques recreate natural sounds for virtual environments. Sounds are dynamic and can
be created by a variety of sound sources. Different types of sound sources produce different types of sounds,
so different models are needed. Examples of sound sources that have been modeled are liquids [19, 24],
paper [40], and fire [9].

For this proposal, the focus is on sounds created by vibrating objects. One and two-dimensional objects
such as strings and drums create sound which can be simulated using a wavetable and filters [18]. Simple
objects with known analytical vibration patterns can be simulated through additive synthesis, where individ-
ual sine waves are added together to create more complex sounds [11]. Arbitrary rigid objects use the same
additive synthesis method, but to determine their frequencies of vibration, or modes of vibration, discretized
models of the objects need to be analyzed first [28]. This is referred to as modal sound synthesis.

Damping has long been a concern in analysis of vibrations of buildings and other structures [25]. There
are a number of ways to model material-based damping to varying degrees of accuracy [50, 43]. Previous
sound synthesis work used a simple linear model to determine the damping rate per mode, but existing
alternative models may be more accurate for real-world materials [2].

For interactive applications, as a user performs actions to create sounds, sound synthesis algorithms must
run fast enough to generate sound in real time. The computation requirements at runtime are proportional
to the complexity of the analyzed input shape, making some objects’ sounds too slow for our purposes
without optimizations. Vibration modes can be culled based on psychoacoustic principles, for example,
humans cannot tell the difference between two frequencies very close to one another, so those modes can be
combined into one [34]. If an object has any geometric symmetries, these can also be exploited to reduce
memory usage and caching requirements [20].

Modal sound synthesis roughly simulates the sounds produced by rigid, vibrating objects, but in the real
world more factors influence the final sound we hear, such as acoustic radiance, sound propagation effects,
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and contacts with other objects. Acoustic radiance is the efficiency of propagation for each mode: depending
on the shape of an object some modes radiate in different directions with different strengths [16, 21]. Once
the vibrations transfer to the surrounding air, sound waves bounce around the environment before reaching
a listener’s ears. Sound propagation can be simulated most realistically with wave-based simulation [23],
but can be simulated more quickly with geometric methods [10, 39] and can be coupled with modal sound
synthesis [37]. Objects also rarely float in midair; usually they rest on a surface or are supported by a
hand. These contacts with other objects modify the produced sound and can be accounted for with contact
models [52]. Contact modeling can be exploited to create real objects that vibrate only at desired frequencies.
An object can be placed on foam blocks, specifically positioned to damp out the undesired frequencies while
leaving the desired frequencies alone [4].

2.2 Object Understanding Through Sound

The inverse of the modal sound synthesis problem is to use impact sounds as input to understand the original
objects. A common application is to learn properties of a real-world object in order to resynthesize similar
sounds in a virtual environment. Ideally, sounds from struck real-world objects could be used to recreate
the shape and material properties of the objects. While the ideal case of using one sound to reconstruct an
entire object is known to be underconstrainted [17], prior research has explored what information can be
estimated under different constraints.

Some methods use a single recorded sound, then apply modifications to create realistic variety in resyn-
thesized sounds. Deterministic features of a sound can be extracted, then stochastic noise can be added to
those features to model slight variations [42]. Alternatively, the modal content of a sound can be extracted,
then resynthesized, slightly modifying mode amplitudes to create variations [22].

Other methods use multiple input sounds for a single object, generated by striking the object in known
locations. The sounds’ spectral content can be interpolated spatially to approximate hit points at new
locations [31]. The Young’s modulus for small parts of the object can be individually optimized to best
match the input sounds, estimating more fundamental material parameters [51].

By estimating material parameters, such as the Young’s modulus, those parameters can be applied to
synthesis of sounds for any object with that material. If the exact shape of the struck object is known,
material parameters can be estimated from a single recorded impact sound [36].

These methods are often limited in their robustness by using constrained models that do not account
for environmental factors or multimodal input. Methods that are capable of estimating material damping
parameters only support one material damping model. All methods assume that properties of the recording
environment are known or are assumed to be minimal. If both video and audio of the object are available,
there are not currently methods available to improve the visual reconstruction of the object using the audio.
These limitations are addressed as part of this proposal.

2.3 Multimodal Interaction with Virtual Objects

Multimodal interaction, in the context of this proposal, refers to interaction using multiple senses simul-
taneously. The senses of sight, hearing, and touch are each different interaction modalities. Methods for
rendering content for each sense has been independently researched. Since this proposal focuses on audio,
rendering for the sense of hearing has been discussed in the earlier Section 2.1.

Realistic visual rendering has been the focus of the computer graphics field for many decades, and
photorealistic visual appearances are possible given talented artists and sufficient computational resources.
Many books provide an introduction to the field [3, 12]. Creating realistic visual appearances in interactive
environments in real time is more challenging, but can be accomplished using optimizations. For example,
texture mapping uses low-resolution 3D triangle meshes with higher-resolution 2D textures to model detailed
objects. Using normal mapping [5], depth mapping [29, 33], and other methods [45], performance can be
improved. Examples of texture maps can be seen in Figure 3.

Haptics refers to interaction using the sense of touch, and focuses on the textures of surfaces. Haptic
rendering lets a user feel an object’s shape and textures by applying forces based on point-contacts with the
object [14, 15], given appropriate hardware. Normal maps, though originally designed for visual rendering,
can be used for haptic rendering [47].
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Figure 3: Examples of texture maps used to provide surface detail. RGBA values encode normal vectors
and depth information. Normal and relief maps are used as unified representations of surface detail for the
senses of sight, hearing, and touch.

For realistic multimodal interaction, it is important that content is not only rendered well for individual
senses, but that each sense is consistent with one another. depth maps can modify contacts between objects,
coupling the visual appearances of the objects with their physical movements [27]. Modal sound synthesis
can be coupled with physics simulations to couple the movements of objects and their resulting sounds [28,
52]. When multiple objects are in contact, the long-lasting contacts produce continuous sounds which depend
heavily on the objects’ textures, further coupling motion and sound [35]. These methods only involve a few
interaction modalities each, and do not use a single representation of surface detail to inform all modalities.

2.4 Visual Object Reconstruction

It is useful to obtain the 3D shape and visual surface texture of a real-world object. For this proposal, I
am interested in using this information to create a virtual recreation of the object. This information can be
obtained by reconstructing the object from a series of images looking at the object from multiple angles.

Structure from Motion (SFM) [49, 44] and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) [13, 41] are two related classes
of techniques for obtaining 3D shape information from a set of 2D images. Bundle adjustment is used to
jointly optimize the poses when many images are used as input [48]. Other methods use additional depth
information to improve reconstruction [26].

Some objects and materials are difficult to accurately reconstruct. Reflective objects have glare which
change in location with the movement of the viewer, while transparent objects make it difficult to determine
depth. Additional input modalities may improve results for these difficult objects, for example a time-of-flight
camera can correct estimated depth of transparent objects [46].

Impact sound provides an additional input modality, containing cues about the internal structure of
an object. Environmental scene classification is a related task approached through spectral analysis [6] or
convolutional neural networks [32, 38], but produces broad classifications of an entire environment. However,
no current methods use impact sounds in particular to aid in complete shape reconstruction. One goal of
the research in this proposal is to use impact sounds to help determine the object shape and material in
cases where visual methods struggle.

3 Expected Contributions

In this proposal, I describe projects which improve interaction with virtual objects by addressing limitations
of previous work and simplifying virtual replication of real-world objects. The expected contributions of my
thesis include:

Multimodal Surface Interaction: We propose a method for using a single texture map as a unified
representation of detail for visual rendering, audio rendering, tactile rendering, and physical simulation. Our
method runs in real time and allows for multimodal interaction with textured surfaces, while the unified
representation ensures cohesion between senses. In task-based user evaluation, our method improves results
over alternative, possibly conflicting representations of detail.

Damping Modeling for Modal Sound Synthesis: We present alternative damping models for modal
sound synthesis, expanding upon the traditional Rayleigh damping model. These models are able to express
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Figure 4: A selection of applications based on our method for multimodal interaction: a virtual environ-
ment with a normal mapped surface (left) and a virtual environment with a relief map (right). In both
environments, the texture map informs all interaction modalities.

a wider range of damping behaviors. We propose a material parameter estimation method that uses a single
input sound to accurately estimate damping parameters for any damping model. Perceptual evaluation
demonstrates that no single damping model best represents the damping properties of every material, and
multiple damping models should be considered.

Robust Material Parameter Estimation: We propose a novel method for estimating material damp-
ing parameters from recorded impact sounds. We use a probabilistic model for observed damping values
in recorded sounds, which expressly models multiple external factors affecting the damping values. This
method requires no information about the shape of the object or the locations of the impacts, and is able
to reduce the effect of external factors to produce more accurate estimates of the material damping pa-
rameters in suboptimal recording environments. User evaluation shows that sounds synthesized using our
estimated parameters are comparable in realism to those of previous work. Given that our method has
significantly fewer requirements about the inputs, our method significantly reduces manual effort needed to
obtain high-quality results.

Multimodal Object Reconstruction: We plan to propose a new method for coupled estimation of
the visual and audio components of an object. We will use a combination of visual input (2D images or 3D
volumetric data) and impact sounds to estimate an object’s material and shape. Each of the two multimodal
inputs will be able to build on each other for overall higher accuracy. We believe this coupled approach will
lead to more accurate reconstructions for both senses, while minimizing sensory conflict during interactions
with the object in a virtual environment. Evaluation will be performed through comparisons to ground-truth
materials and shape, or by perceptual comparison against reconstructions made by previous work.

4 Research Summary

In this section, I discuss the research projects relevant to my thesis and how they have addressed limitations
of previous work to move towards the dissertation goals.

4.1 Integrated Multimodal Interaction Using Texture Representations

As noted in Section 2.3, there have been few efforts to unify interaction in virtual environments across
senses. However, they do not clearly consider sensory conflict, nor have any brought together all of sight,
touch, hearing, and physical simulation. Sensory conflict is particularly important when considering textured
objects, which are often modeled through approximations. In this project, we (myself and Dr. Ming C. Lin)
use texture representations of detail, particularly normal and relief maps, as a unified source of information
for all interaction modes.
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Haptic rendering, sound rendering, and rigid-body simulation with textured surfaces have been indepen-
dently explored [30, 35], but have not been integrated together cohesively. For example, a previous method
for sound rendering of contacts with textured surfaces [35] displays a pen sliding smoothly across highly
bumpy surfaces. While the generated sound from this interaction is dynamic and realistic, the smooth visual
movement of the pen does not match the texture implied by the sound. In order to minimize sensory conflict,
it is critical to present a unified and seamlessly integrated multimodal display to users, ensuring rendering
is consistent across the senses of sight, hearing, and touch.

In a virtual environment, a user may see a rough, bumpy surface represented by its texture equivalent
mapped to a flat surface. In the real world, objects behave differently when bouncing, sliding, or rolling on
bumpy or rough surfaces than they do on flat surfaces. The visually complex detail would contrast with
simple physical behavior due to the flat surface, causing sensory conflict and breaking the sense of immersion.
In order to model such physical behavior, the shape geometry used in a physics simulator would require a fine
triangle mesh with sufficient surface detail, but in most cases a sufficiently fine mesh is unavailable or would
require prohibitive amounts of memory. Since texture maps contain information about the fine detail of a
mapped surface, it is possible to use that information to recreate the physical behavior of the fine triangle
mesh.

To accomplish this, we propose a new effective method for simulation of physical behaviors for rigid
objects textured with normal maps. We also propose seamlessly integrated multisensory interaction using
normal and relief maps to improve sensory cohesion. By using a single representation of surface detail for
each interaction modality, we ensure sensory cohesion for users. See Figure 4 for examples of interaction with
textured surfaces. A virtual pen is controlled through a haptic device, allowing the user to interact with the
environment while feeling forces in response. A simulated ball rolls on the surface, its motions affected by
both the surface texture and the pen. Contacts between the pen, ball, and surface create physically-based
sound, bringing together sight, hearing, touch, and physical simulation.

We evaluate the method through perceptual user studies. In these studies, subjects are asked to identify
the surface displayed to them, but in some trials certain interaction modalities are removed. When all
modalities are present using our method, performance on the task is at its highest, demonstrating that
the senses are not in conflict with one another. More results are available on the project website: http:

//gamma.cs.unc.edu/MultiDispTexture/.

4.2 Interactive Modal Sound Synthesis Using Generalized Proportional Damp-
ing

In order to create higher quality modal sound, the next project evaluates improved methods for damping
modeling. For this project, we (myself and Dr. Ming C. Lin) consider more expressive models for the
damping properties of objects. Since the damping properties of a sound tell us about an object’s material,
more realistic damping modeling in synthesized sound should be better able to recreate the sounds of real-
world materials.

Damping is a complex phenomenon to model, and it can be difficult to determine exactly how vibrations
in an object decay. Additionally, the presence of damping may give rise to complex modes of vibration,
which are more difficult to model than normal modes [8]. In practice, approximations are used to produce
simpler models. The most common approach is to assume all damping is viscous and to approximate the
decay rate of a material as a linear combination of its density and stiffness. This model is referred to as
Rayleigh (or linearly proportional) damping, and only produces normal modes. It is the de-facto technique
for modeling damping for modal sound synthesis, but has always been understood to be an approximation
for convenience.

Other damping models are common in material and structural analysis, but have not been thoroughly
examined for interactive sound synthesis. Caughey damping is a polynomial extension of the linear Rayleigh
damping model [7, 8]. The most general damping model to date that limits vibrations to normal modes
is generalized proportional damping (GPD) [1]. These alternative damping models may be able to improve
sound quality by providing a better fit to observed real-world damping.

In this project, we explore the use of alternative damping models for sound synthesis. These damping
models are more expressive, and are able to model damping behavior that would be only coarsely approxi-
mated by the Rayleigh damping model. We describe how more expressive damping models can be integrated
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Figure 5: A scenario with dominoes made of different materials. Each material uses a set of material
parameters estimated from recorded impact sounds, including parameters for a damping model.

into current methods for modal sound synthesis, and propose specific damping models within the larger
space of GPD functions. We generalize a prior optimization method previously for damping parameter es-
timation from recorded impact sounds to estimate parameters for any arbitrary damping model. We also
conduct a user study to evaluate the perceptual differences between multiple damping models. Figure 5
shows one possible scenario with objects creating sound based on their materials estimated from recorded
impact sounds on real objects. Results, including audio samples and videos, can be found on the project
website: http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/gpdsynth/.

4.3 Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic
Damping Mode

In order to create realistic virtual objects, recorded impact sounds can be used to estimate damping pa-
rameters, even if the sounds are recorded in noisy and uncontrolled settings. This project explores a novel
probabilistic damping model for estimating the damping parameters of an object’s material from a set of
impact sounds. The researchers on this project are myself, Nicholas Rewkowski, and Ming C. Lin.

While recent methods have been able to estimate material damping properties [36], they assume all
observed vibrational decay is due to the material damping and not any other source. However, there are
multiple external factors that would produce effects similar to damping.

In the real world, an object struck for the purposes of recording either needs to be held by hand or left to
rest on another surface. In either case, the interface between the object and its support introduces additional
damping, as energy is transferred from the vibrating object to the more stationary support. See Figure 6
for an example: depending on how the bowl is held, it produces dramatically different sound.

Other factors include complex modes of vibration, room acoustics, and error in the feature extraction step.
Standard damping models capture only normal modes of vibration, not complex modes of vibration. These
models are approximations, as real objects always have some amount of complex vibrations, causing error
in damping estimates. If impact sound recording is performed in an enclosed room, the room acoustics—
reflections off walls—extend the length of sounds. Feature extraction steps are common in most damping
parameter estimation methods, but even with clean input these steps often introduce their own error.

In realistic and uncontrolled environments with significant impact from external factors, the parameters
estimated by current methods are not truly material parameters. Instead, they are parameters modeling both
the material and the environment used for the recording and thus do not generalize to arbitrary environments.
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Figure 6: A porcelain bowl struck in the same location produces different sound when supported with a
tight grip (left) or supported by resting on a single point (right). Methods for material damping parameter
estimation should be robust to these external damping factors.

For this project, we propose a practical and efficient method to estimate material damping properties
from recorded impact sounds, while accounting for the additional damping due to the recording environment.
We specifically model the external damping factors in a probabilistic damping model. For a given mode of
vibration with an estimated frequency, this model provides a probability distribution for possible observable
damping values. When multiple impact sounds are provided as input, the damping model’s parameters can
be optimized to fit the real-world sounds, providing an estimate of the material’s damping parameters. As
a result, our model can express stochastic properties of the recording environment, reducing their effect on
the estimated parameters.

Our method is more applicable to real-world recordings in less controlled environments. The method
is fast, requires no prior knowledge about the recorded object, and can use multiple recordings to improve
accuracy. Figure 7 shows a visual representation of the material damping models as estimated from the
real-world sound features shown as points. In the absence of external damping factors, all of these points
would fall along one line representing the damping from the material alone. However, the external factors
cause the points to vary, throwing off a more traditional least squares (LSQ) approach. This project is
nearing completion, but a complete project website is not yet available.

4.4 Audiovisual Object/Scene Reconstruction (In Progress)

This project aims to combine aspects of material estimation with aspects of multimodal interaction. The
researchers working on this project are myself, Justin Wilson, Sam Lowe, and Ming C. Lin. Given a video
showing an object from many angles, a 3D model of that object can be reconstructed. Given impact sounds
from an object, material parameters for that object can be estimated. While these have been accomplished
individually, better results may be obtainable if these two processes are coupled.

Reconstructed shape can aid in material estimation. Using the current state of the art, density and
Young’s modulus can only be estimated if the shape is known. Without knowledge of the scale of an object
or the sizes of its geometric features, there is ambiguity between material and size.

Similarly, recorded impact sounds can aid the visual reconstruction. Objects that are overly reflective,
transparent, or seen under variable lighting conditions may have poor reconstructions from visual data alone.
Impact sounds provide an additional modality that is invariant to visual appearance, providing information
about interior or occluded parts of an object.

We seek to use these two modalities together to create a system for multimodal object reconstruction.
Used together, these two input modalities could cover each others’ weaknesses. The primary goal of this
project is to use sound to improve object reconstruction and segmentation for highly-reflective or transparent
objects. This should lead to a greater semantic understanding of a scene containing rigid objects.
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Figure 7: Parameter estimation on sound features. Each feature is one extracted mode of vibration, consisting
of an eigenvalue λi (approximately the square of its frequency) and its corresponding damping coefficient
di. Estimated Rayleigh damping curves are plotted, with the variation from the curve caused by external
factors. Our method is labeled MLE, and provides the ideal fit to the sound features

5 Dissertation Schedule

5.1 Current Progress

• Fall 2014

– Submitted “Integrated Multimodal Interaction Using Normal Maps” to Graphics Interface 2015,
accepted.

• Spring 2015

– Prepared submissions for Fall.

• Fall 2015

– Submitted “Integrated Multimodal Interaction Using Texture Representations” to Computers and
Graphics, accepted.

– Submitted “Interactive Modal Sound Synthesis Using Generalized Proportional Damping” to
Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games (I3D) 2016, accepted.

– Presented for PRP, passed.

• Spring 2016

– Researched support damping and modeling.

• Summer 2016

– Internship at Aurora Flight Sciences. Worked on machine learning methods for estimating and
predicting stages of aircraft flight from sensor data.
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• Fall 2016

– Submitted “Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic Damping
Model” to Eurographics 2017.

– Presented “Material Damping Parameter Estimation From Audio” at the meeting of the North
Carolina chapter of the Acoustical Society of America.

• Spring 2017

– Resubmitted “Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic Damp-
ing Model” to SIGGRAPH 2017.

– Resubmitted “Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic Damp-
ing Model” to SIGGRAPH Asia 2017.

• Summer 2017

– Taught COMP 116: Introduction to Scientific Programming.

– Researching audiovisual reconstruction and coupled optimization.

• Fall 2017

– Resubmitted “Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic Damp-
ing Model” to IEEE VR 2018.

– Submitted proposal.

– Submitted “ISNN: Impact Sound Neural Network for Audio-Visual Object Classification” to
CVPR 2018.

5.2 Future Plans

• Spring 2018 (current)

– Resubmitted “ISNN: Impact Sound Neural Network for Audio-Visual Object Classification” to
ECCV 2018.

– Resubmit “Audio-Material Reconstruction for Virtualized Reality using a Probabilistic Damping
Model” to SIGGRAPH Asia 2018.

– Work on dissertation.

• Fall 2018

– Oral exam.

– Finalize dissertation.

– Defend dissertation.
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